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How to Make a Happy Marriage/The Little Habits of the Happiest 
Marriages
marriage/couples’ conferences • date nights • relationship events
Raise your hand if you want a happy, peaceful, fun relationship that you enjoy 
every day. Yeah? Me, too? Yet sometimes we land in confusion, conflict and 
heartache instead. 
But it doesn’t have to be that way. It turns out: it is not only possible to create a 
great marriage, it is likely! Even if only one spouse is working on it. Yes, you read 
that right! 
 

Understanding the Inner Lives of Men 
(What every woman needs to know!)
women’s events • couples’ events  • singles’ conferences • pastoral interviews
Did you know that there are buried secrets inside the men in your life (husband 
or boyfriend, son, etc.)?  Things that matter so much to him, but he doesn’t 
know how to explain?  In this talk, Shaunti shares the results of interviews and 
surveys with thousands of men from her bestseller, For Women Only, and 
shows you what he is really thinking, and the little changes that can have a big 
impact in the great relationship you are both want.

Through its impactful eye-opening truths, women suddenly can better understand their men and support 
them in the way that they need. Relationships change. Marriages can be saved. 

It’s the talk that all women need to hear. 

After a 3 year investigative national study of what people in the happiest relationships do differently – and 
what they did to get them there – in groundbreaking research Shaunti has identified several surprisingly 
simple little actions and habits that make a huge difference.  Whether you want to make a great relationship 
even better or are trying to breathe new life into a struggling one, this encouraging and fascinating talk will 
leave you saying, “I had no idea that such-and-such mattered so much…but I can do that!”
Encourage stronger relationships today!
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A Simple Guide to the Inner Lives of Women 
(What every man needs to know!)
men’s events • couples’ events • sermon interviews
Believe it or not, it is easier than men ever thought, to understand a woman and 
make her happy.

Based on research with more than 5,000 women for Jeff and Shaunti Feldhahn’s 
book For Men Only, this road-tested message is filled with simple “to-do’s” that 
will lead to great success as a husband or boyfriend—and to great peace in the 
home.

This topic can be delivered just to men, or to couples as part of a Jeff and Shaunti marriage conference. 

It changes marriages! 

What Hollywood Gets Wrong About Sex- And What Couples Can Do Right

This talk is a great add on to a marriage event.
Based on a fascinating three-year research study for their book, Secrets of Sex & 
Marriage, sex therapist and pastor Dr. Michael Sytsma and/or best-selling 
author and social researcher Shaunti Feldhahn debunk common bedroom 
myths, share the factors and actions that matter most, and help every couple 
move toward the intimate life they have always wanted. This talk is 
approachable, can be tailored to fit any audience (including being “Sunday-
school safe”) and filled with actionable knowledge and “aha moments” for any 
couple. The research and clinical foundation makes this information listeners 
can trust, from both a scientific and faith perspective

If Shaunti is already at your church for a marriage event, invite her to stay and speak in your Sunday service.

Sermon Interview

An especially effective and impactful teaching format for today  
Shaunti loves to share her eye-opening research with the entire church body 
and to see the fruit that comes from members of the congregation learning 
these life-changing surprises at the same time.

She can speak on a variety of topics that would appeal to your entire church. 
Talk to Nicole to find out more.

Help your community relationships grow stronger through this impactful format today!




